PUBLIC NOTICE

1. The Central University of Jammu and Corporate Office of Jammu and Kashmir Bank have in principle agreed to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding to create infrastructure for banking and other digitally enabled facilities/amenities for Central University of Jammu employees and students at Central University of Jammu, Main Campus, Rahya-Suchani (Bagla) Dist-Samba, J&K.

2. In this initiative, Jammu and Kashmir Bank will invest about Rs. 4.75 to 5.00 crores to create built up space for Jammu and Kashmir Bank, CUJ Branch, Personal Banking, 24 hrs Electronic Banking Lobby, Students’ Info Center, Wi-Fi Zone, Pride Corner, Outdoor Amphitheatre, Indoor Amphitheatre, Book Wall, Mini Cafe, Seminar facilities for Central University of Jammu. Whereas, the Central University of Jammu will provide 02 kanals of land on monthly rental basis as per circle/market rate.

3. Any other equivalent or more reputed and established Financial Institution interested to enter into similar MoU with the Central University of Jammu may contact Estate Officer, Central University of Jammu by 29th November, 2018.
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